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Conference on Images and Visualisation: Imaging

Technology, Truth and Trust

Senior and emerging researchers and experts are invited to apply.

This conference is organised by the European Science Foundation (ESF) in partnership with

Linköping University (LiU).

The conference will take place on 17 - 21 September 2012 in Norrköping, Sweden.

NEW EXTENDED DEADLINE - Submission Deadline: 17 June 2012

Grants for Young and Early Stage Researchers and experts available.

Further information can be found below and at: www.esf.org/conferences/12385

Images and Visualisation: Imaging

Technology, Truth and Trust

17 - 21 September 2012

Chaired by:

Brigitte Nerlich, Nottingham Uni., UK

Andrew Balmer, Manchester Uni., UK

Annamaria Carusi, Copenhagen Uni., DK

Please circulate this announcement among

your colleagues and contacts

 Programme

Both Leonardo da Vinci and John Constable claimed that painting is a science. This science

has been explored extensively in traditional aesthetics and art history. Given recent

advances in science and visual engineering, creating images for science, of science and for

the translation (interpretation) of science has become at one and the same time

commonplace, even easy, and even more scientific. The aim of this conference is to bring

together experts from across the natural and social sciences, with curators, artists,

producers and users of images based on advanced visual engineering. More

Invited speakers will include

•Chiara Ambrosio - UCL, UK •Andrew Balmer - University of Manchester, UK •Anne

Beaulieu - Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts, NL •Matthias Bruhn - Humboldt-

Universität zu Berlin, DE •Annamaria Carusi - University of Copenhagen, DK •Martin

Döring - Hamburg University, DE •Maura Flannery - St John's University, US •Emma

Frow - Harvard Kennedy School, US •Liv Hausken - University of Oslo, NO •Aud Sissel

Hoel - NTNU, NO •Edwin Horlings - Rathenau Institute, NL •Mette Høst - Niels Bohr

institute, DK •Martin Kemp - Oxford Unviersity, UK •Kelly Krause - Nature, UK •Zolt

Levay - Space Telescope Science Institute, Baltimore, US •Lars Lindberg Christensen -

European Southern Observatory, DE •Phil Moriarty - University of Nottingham, UK

•Ingeborg Reichle - Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities, DE

•Sarah de Rijcke - Leiden University, NL •Chris Robinson - University of South Carolina,

US •Rasmus Slaattelid - University of Oslo, NO •Chris Toumey - University of South

Carolina, US

 How to Participate

Attendance is possible only after successful application. Application form is accessible from

www.esf.org/conferences/12385

A certain number of grants are available to cover the conference fee and possibly part of

the travel costs.

Closing date for applications: 17 June 2012

 Sponsor a Conference

This conference will be providing the opportunity for leading scientists, exêrts and young

researchers to meet for discussions on the most recent developments in their fields of

research. We enable collaboration between international scientists from EU, first world and

emerging countries which acts as a catalyst for creating new synergistic global contacts

across disciplines.

We invite you to join us in harnessing this great potential, working towards an even more

cohesive scientific force in Europe and beyond by contributing to our intense, dynamic and

fun events.

If you are interested, please visit our Sponsor Resource Center at www.esf.org/activities

/esf-conferences/sponsor-resource-center.html

Why did I receive this mail?

This call for abstracts was sent to you because the programme committee thought that this

event would be of interest to you.

If you would like to be kept informed about ESF conferences and calls for papers, please

use the following link to subscribe to the mailing list

EXTENDED APPLICATION DEADLINE: ESF/LiU Conference on Ima... http://mim.io/d09dc2
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